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Datadog dashboard pie chart

A dashboard is Datadog's tool for visually tracking, analyzing, and displaying key performance metrics, which allow you to monitor the health of your infrastructure. Dashboard ListSearch, view or create dashboards and lists on the Dashboard List page. By default, this is the landing page after you log in to
Datadog. To change your organization's default landing page, contact Datadog support. To create a list of dashboards, click the New List + button at the top right. The list title is automatically set to the user's name. For example, if John Doe creates a dashboard, the default title is John's list. To change the
title of a list, click the text title to make it editable. To add dashboards to a list, select its corresponding check boxes from the main list in the dashboard. Then click the Add to List button in the upper-right corner of the Panel list: The left sidebar displays editable favorite, predefined, and shared lists. You
can hide this sidebar by using the Hide Controls link. Favorite ListsFavorite lists are lists of dashboards starring the currently logged-on user. Note: If you don't have star lists, the Favorite Lists category is hidden. Predefined listsThe predefined lists are default dashboard lists in the
Datadog:ListDescriptionTo CustomCustom panes created by any team member in your organization's account. All automatic Dashboards hosts created by Datadog when you add a host. All automatic Dashboards integrations created by Datadog when you install an integration. Created by youCustom
dashboards created by the currently logged on user. Frequently viewed by YouAll dashboards frequently viewed by the currently logged-on user. This section lists editable and shared dashboards with the number of panes in each list. All All listed panes can be sorted using the Star, Name, Modified, and
Popularity column headers. All columns with descriptions are listed below:ColumnDescriptionStarAll panes starring the currently logged-on user. IconSemen an icon that indicates the type of panel (timeboard or screenboard). NameThe name of the custom or preset panel. ModifiedThe last modified date in
a custom dashboard. PopularityThe relative popularity of the panel for your organization. CreatorThe profile icon of the dashboard creator. Predefined panels use the integration logo. PopularityThe most popular dashboard in an organization displays five popularity bars. All other panels are relative to this
panel. Popularity is based on traffic that receives a dashboard. Popularity is updated daily; The new boards have zero popularity bars for up to 24 hours. Note: Traffic to public dashboard URLs is ignored by popularity. New panelTo create a panel, click the New Panel + button at the top right. Enter a panel
name and choose between creating a timeboard or screenboard. Screenboard vs timeboardDatadog offers two types of boards: screenboards and timeboards. To more clearly understand the differences between two, consider the following:TimeboardsScreenboardsTime scopeAll graphics share the
same time scope. Charts can have individual time scopes. LayoutGraphs are displayed in a fixed grid. Graphics are placed anywhere on the canvas. Share graphics individuallyAndesNoShare entire paneAndes-ensSharing can be read-only, andes from an individual pane, you can copy, import, or export
the JSON of a panel using the configuration gear (top right) with the following options:OptionDescriptionCopy panel JSONCopy the JSON of the pane on the clipboard. Import JSONPaste from the dashboard or import the JSON into the dashboard. This option overwrites all dashboard content. If the JSON
is already on the clipboard, use Ctrl V (Cmd V for Mac). Export JSON paneDownload a JSON file that contains the JSON of the pane. From an individual dashboard, Datadog provides suggestions for viewing related dashboards. To view suggested dashboards and active users, click the collation icon
next to the dashboard title. These dashboards are recommended based on the activity of the user in your organization and how often users go from this dashboard to other existing dashboards. You can also add or update Markdown-compatible dashboard descriptions in this view by clicking Edit. This is
the second post in a series on viewing monitoring data. This publication focuses on summary charts. In the first part of this series, we discussed time series graphs: visualizations that show infrastructure metrics evolving over time. This post covers summary charts, which are visualizations that couple a
certain time interval to provide a summary window in your infrastructure: Single-value summaryToclastilsChanges Disalities DistributionsFor each chart type, we'll explain how it works and when to use it. But first, we'll quickly discuss two concepts that are needed to understand infrastructure summary
charts: aggregation over time (which you can consider as time flattening or snapshots) and aggregation across space. Aggregation over timeTo provide a summary view of metrics, a visualization must dock a time series to a single value by compressing the time dimension out of view. This aggregation
over time can simply mean displaying the most recent value returned by a metric query or a more complex aggregation to return a calculated value in a moving time window. For example, instead of displaying only the last reported value for a metric query, you might want to display the maximum value
reported by each host during the last 60 minutes to expose problematic spikes: not all queries metrics make sense broken down by host, container, or other infrastructure unit. Therefore, you will often need some aggregation across space to create a metric visualization that accurately reflects your
infrastructure. This aggregation can take many forms: adding metrics per messaging queue, by database table, by application, or by some attribute of the hosts themselves (operating system, Availability Zone, availability, profile, etc.). Space aggregation allows you to segment and cut your infrastructure to
isolate exactly the metrics that make your key systems observable. Instead of enumerating peak Redis latencies at the host level as in the previous example, it may be more useful to see maximum latencies for each internal service that is based on Redis. Or, you can display only the maximum value
reported by any host in the infrastructure: Space-wide aggregation: grouping hosts by service name (above) or compressing a list of hosts to a single (lower) value)Aggregation in space is also useful in time series charts. For example, it is difficult to make sense of a web request host-level graph, but the
same data is easily interpreted when metrics are aggregated by Availability Zone: from unsagged (line chart, top) to aggregated across space (stacked area chart, below)The main reason for tagging metrics is to enable aggregation across the space. Single Value SummaryThe selection of unique value
summaries shows the current value of a given metric query, conditionally formatted (such as a green/yellow/red background) to transmit whether or not the value is in the expected range. The value displayed by a single-valued summary does not have to represent an instantaneous measurement. The
widget can display the most recent reported value or an aggregate calculated from all query values throughout the time window. These visualizations provide a narrow but unambiguous window to your infrastructure. Working Metrics for a Given SystemTo perform key metrics immediately visible Web
Server Meetings per second Critical Resource MetricsTo provide an overview of the status and status of resources at a glanceInsed azure messages Error metricsTo quickly draw attention to potential database database exceptions issues compared to previous valuesTo clearly communicate key
trendsHospters in use versus a week, Input Toplists are sorted lists that allow you to classify hosts, clusters, or any other segment of your infrastructure. Because they are so easy to interpret, top lists are especially useful in high-level status dashboards.Compared to single-valued summaries, top lists
have an additional layer of aggregation across the space, in which the metric query value is broken down by group. Each group can be a single host or an aggregation of related hosts. Work metrics or resources taken from different hosts or groupsTo detect outliers, lower performance, or resource
overconsumptors at a glancePoints processed by custom metrics application server as a list of valuesTo transmit KPIs in an easy-to-read format (for example, for wall-mounted display status cards)Versions of the Datadog agent in use While the top lists provide you with a summary of recent metric
values, the change charts compare the current value of a metric with its value at a point in the past. The key difference between change charts and other visualizations is that change charts take two different timeframes as parameters: one for the evaluation window and one to set the retrospective
window. Cyclical metrics that increase and fall daily, weekly, or monthlyTo separate metric trends from periodic baselinesBased write performance, compared to the same time last week High-level infrastructure metricsTo quickly identify large-scale trend host counts, compared to the same time yesterday
Host maps are a unique way to observe the entire infrastructure , or any sector of it, at a glance. However, you segment and cut the infrastructure (by datacenter, by service name, instance type, and so on), you will see each host in the selected group as a hexagon, color-coded, and sized by any metric
reported by those hosts. This particular display type is unique to Datadog. As such, it is specifically designed for infrastructure monitoring, in contrast to the general purpose visualizations described elsewhere in this article. WhatWhyExampleResource utilization metricsTo detect overloaded components at
a glanceLoad per application host, Clustered To identify incorrect resource allocation (for example, if any instances are over or out of date) CPU usage by EC2 instance type Error or other work metricsTo quickly identify DEHAProxy 5xx domain errors degraded by server Related metricsTo view
correlations in a single performance of the graphApp server versus the memory used Distribution charts show a histogram of the value of a metric in an infrastructure segment. Each bar in the chart represents a range of binned values, and its height corresponds to the number of features that report values
in that range. Distribution charts are closely related to heat maps. The key difference between the two is that heat maps show the change over time, while distributions are a summary of a time window. Like heat maps, distributions manually display a large number of features that report a particular metric,
so they are often used to plot metrics at the host or individual container level. WhatWhyExampleSingle metric reported by a large number of entitiesTo transmit general state or state at a glanceThe web latency per host To see variations between members of a groupUptime per host Each of these
specialized display types has unique advantages and use cases, as we have shown here. Understanding all the visualizations available to you and when to use each type will help you convey actionable information clearly in your dashboards. In the next article in this series, we will explore common anti-



patterns in the metrics (and, of course, how to avoid them). them).). them).).
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